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Dan has tremendous
experience working with our
luxury clients in Jupiter and
the ILHM training only
deepens that set of skills in
his tool belt, and solidifies him
as a top luxury Realtor in our
area.”

Holly Meyer Lucas

Jupiter Real Estate Agent Builds Expertise in Luxury Real
Estate Market 

JUPITER, FL- (September 23, 2017) –  Dan Borgmeyer,
Realtor Partner with Meyer Lucas Real Estate, recently
completed the specialized Luxury Home Marketing training
offered by The Institute for Luxury Home Marketing (“ILHM”).
ILHM is the premier independent authority in training and
designation for real estate agents working in the luxury
residential market. Real estate professionals who complete
this training build the knowledge, skills, and expertise required
to support the unique needs of affluent buyers and sellers of
high-end properties. 

“I am thrilled that Dan has successfully completed the Luxury Home Marketing course and has taken
his real estate career to the next level.”, said Holly Meyer Lucas, President and Founder of Meyer
Lucas Real Estate. “Dan has tremendous experience working with our luxury clients in Jupiter, and
the ILHM training and membership only deepens that set of skills in his tool belt, and solidifies him as
a top luxury real estate agent in our Jupiter area.”
Meyer Lucas is herself an active member of The Institute for Luxury Home Marketing, and has been
inducted into ILHM’s “Million Dollar Guild”, an exclusive community of top producing Realtors who
have sold multiple million dollar properties.

Successful completion of the training provides Borgmeyer with membership into “The Institute”, which
connects members to exclusive resources and benefits that can be used to successfully market
luxury residential listings and find qualified buyers for high-end properties. 
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“Institute members represent the most qualified and skilled luxury real estate professionals in their
respective markets,” said Diane Hartley, General Manager of The Institute. 

Dan Borgmeyer has been a top agent with Meyer Lucas Real Estate since 2016. He specializes in
residential real estate in Northern Palm Beach County. Borgmeyer was born and raised in South
Florida, has an MBA from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, and a Bachelor's degree in Business
Marketing from Florida State University. 

“The Institute’s training provided me a deep understanding of the unique wants and needs of our
luxury clients, and introduced me to new marketing techniques.”, said Dan Borgmeyer. “The training
was also a valuable networking opportunity with other agents who specialize in luxury real estate. I
am looking forward to taking my new skill set to our Jupiter area buyers and sellers.”

For more information about the luxury market in Northern Palm Beach County, contact Dan
Borgmeyer with Meyer Lucas Real Estate at 561-632-1649 or dan@meyerlucas.com.

###

ABOUT MEYER LUCAS REAL ESTATE
Meyer Lucas Real Estate, eXp Realty is a top real estate company headquartered in Jupiter, Florida.
Current clientele ranges from first time home buyers to high-net-worth individuals. Founder and
President, Holly Meyer Lucas is an award winning, top producing Realtor. She is regarded as an
expert in the field of real estate and is often sought out as a thought leader in the Sports and
Entertainment real estate arena. Meyer Lucas is known locally and nationally for her professional
athlete and celebrity clientele and has been featured in various national publications, including being
featured on the cover of the national and international editions of Top Agent Magazine in 2016. 

For more information, please visit the Company’s Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube, or visit
www.meyerlucas.com.
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